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Truth

Our goal:
Our goal is to
reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and
worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.
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Let’s look more deeply into The Word and understand Truth, more
completely, more Hebraically, together: John 8:31-32. Here JESUS = YESHUA (in
Hebrew) is talking to The Jews who believed in HIM. So HE WHO is THE TRUTH is
talking to believers. Then, HE admonishes them to continue in HIS Word. To
continue is based on The Greek Word to remain, to abide. And this is based upon
The Hebrew Word: La’amod = to stand. HE then says to them, conditionally, that if
they stand in HIS WORD, remaining, abiding within IT, they will evidence that they
are HIS Disciples=learners, students, because they will be able, in word and deed, to
demonstrate HIS Teachings, HIS Words, and HIMSELF, in, with, and through them.
With THE PRECIOUS HOLY SPIRIT, they will be able to do The Works of GOD as
YESHUA did. John 14:12-14. Now note, they are HIS students, HIS learners, after first
believing in HIM. So first, believe in HIM. Then, and ever after, learn from HIM. Then, The
Promise of GOD: as they continue, abiding, remaining, standing in HIS Word, they will be
called, because they are, and are ever becoming; HIS learners, HIS students. Through this,
and most importantly to note, because of this, the truth that they are HIS learners who
believe in HIM and continue to live in and stand in HIS Word, that they will experientially, yes
experientially know The Truth, and The Truth that they experience will set them free!

This is so important to carefully note, realize and then do. All too often we
wrongly quote the 32nd verse: and you shall know the truth and the truth will set
you free, without the requisite knowledge of verse 31:YESHUA said therefore to The
Jews having believed HIM, if you continue in MY WORD , then truly you are MY
disciples. Now you too, may “know” how to know the truth!
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The Heart of The Matter
Lies

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is
risen upon thee.”
GOD has not
forgotten you. HE has
not left you. Reach
for HIM, take hold of
HIM. Never let HIM
go. HE will be better
than your best
dreams, greater than
your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going to
be alright!.

‘A lie is a devastating
thing; for it deceives,
misrepresents, and is
not of GOD. It directs
someone away from
GOD, away from the
truth, towards the
darkness, towards
destruction. We often
use lies out of fear,
instead of trusting
GOD. We seek to
manipulate an event
or alter a situation

because we see no
way out, instead of
asking GOD for HIS
Plan and HIS Way.
HIS Ways are always
perfect, HIS Plans are
always right. We lean
on our understanding
instead of knowing
GOD in an intimate
way in every event of
every day to have HIS
Perfect Will executed
perfectly in lives that

are wholly consecrated
to HIM. HE will make
your Paths Straight and
True. When we lie we say
in the same moment we
do not trust; when we lie
we say in the same
moment, that we are
looking to ourselves and
our own understanding
instead of HIS Plan and
HIS understanding. We
must set our mind on
The Things Above, and
Trust HIM and Listen...

Knowing The Truth
Knowing The truth
is far different from
The Biblical Hebraic
point of view than
the western and nonJewish manner of
looking at any issue.
For many, it is at best
merely an intellectual
exercise, and being
able to repeat back by
sheer rote memory is

considered a high
level of achievement
in the minds of many,
but not so in The
Biblical-Hebraic Word.
To know = Lada’at, is
a verb which truly
means: “to know by
experience”. Thus, the
truth is something we
are to know not
merely from the neck

up, but from the head
down. You are to know
it as a real event in
your life, an ongoing
experience, something
that you understand
with your mind, know
intrinsically in your
heart and experience in
your life. When you
“know the truth” this
way, you will be free.
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Did you know
Emet is One of THE
NAMES of GOD. On the
basis that a name
connotes for key things:
1.Nature 2. Identity
3. Character 4. Essence
Thus, on this basis, since
truth is a characteristic of
THE GOD of Truth, and: I
AM The Truth… it can only
be birthed from and
demonstrated by HIM
Alone WHO is Truth. As an
Essential attribute, it has

absolute force. In
Ephesians 4:21, we see that
“the truth, that is in YESHUA
= JESUS” is the truth that in
all its fullness finds its
embodiment and expression
in and through and as HIM.
YESHUA = JESUS is The
Way, The Truth, and The
Life, no one comes to THE
FATHER, except HIS WAY.
That is The Truth, and as
you get to know HM WHO is
The Truth, you will be free.

Your Hebrew Lesson
The Hebrew Word: truth
is: “”Emet”. It is spelled:
Aleph-Mem-Taw/v. We
will revisit this powerful
Hebrew Word for it
speaks of THE MESSIAH
JESUS, our LORD and
Savior and soon coming
King. HE HIMSELF is The
Truth, The Truth being
an attribute of HIS very
Self. GOD is truth, as

GOD is Love, and GOD is
Light and GOD is Spirit.
Do not reverse the
clause, and say that
Truth is GOD and Light
is GOD, for language
does not well give you
this. Else we make light
a god and spirit a god.
This is not true, for this
is new age and not of
GOD; this is the belief of

some religions of the
world but not JudeoChristian faith– based on
Biblical Truth and
Revelation for GOD
HIMSELF. Paul said
through THE HOLY
SPIRIT: “we can do
nothing against The
Truth, only for The
Truth.” 2 Corinthians
13:8. And that’s the truth!

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
it appears that nothing you’re
doing is working? Re-assess
everything. See if you are
doing anything wrong; and
then determine if you have not
done everything right enough
yet. Have you estimated the
length of this journey? How
are your supplies? Do you
have The Right foods (verses)
to fight this problem with? Are
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you believing with one hand
and doubting with the other?
Do you have moments of great
faith but doubt creeps in later
and plants some seeds? You
are like most everybody else.
But we must fight The Good
Fight by being more than
conquerors, fighting from
Victory, not for it (It’s already
ours), we make no excuses,
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we put on our full battle armor,
and fight on, fight from the
cross, fight from The Empty
Tomb, It may be hard, but we
are learning, we are born to
win, born for victory, born
again, born from above,
children of THE KING. Know
who you are in HIM, and WHO
HE is in you. Live it; do not
doubt it, and stick it-win.
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up
going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".
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Write us at:

2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, rightly dividing
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY
SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE
BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the
virgin birth of THE
MESSIAH.
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6.

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day
according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in
Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE,
is the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

